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This paper introduces a recent development and application of a noncommercial artificial neural network (ANN) simulator with
graphical user interface (GUI) to assist in rapid data modeling and analysis in the engineering diffraction field. The real-time
network training/simulation monitoring tool has been customized for the study of constitutive behavior of engineering materials,
and it has improved data mining and forecasting capabilities of neural networks. This software has been used to train and simulate
the finite element modeling (FEM) data for a fiber composite system, both forward and inverse. The forward neural network
simulation precisely reduplicates FEM results several orders of magnitude faster than the slow original FEM. The inverse simulation
is more challenging; yet, material parameters can be meaningfully determined with the aid of parameter sensitivity information.
The simulator GUI also reveals that output node size for materials parameter and input normalization method for strain data are
critical train conditions in inverse network. The successful use of ANN modeling and simulator GUI has been validated through
engineering neutron diffraction experimental data by determining constitutive laws of the real fiber composite materials via a
mathematically rigorous and physically meaningful parameter search process, once the networks are successfully trained from the
FEM database.
1. Introduction
Constitutive law (the stress/strain relationship) of the mate-
rials determines the mechanical response under quasistatic
loading in both elastic and plastic regions and is the most fun-
damental information for structural applications [1]. While
the elastic behavior can be well characterized based on the
materials’ intrinsic physical properties (𝐸: Young’s modulus,
𝐺: Shear modulus, 𝜈: Poisson’s ratio, etc. (E (or G) and 𝜈
are enough for isotropic materials. However, single crystal
stiffness (or compliance) tensor needs to be applied for non-
isotropic materials, depending on the crystal structure)),
the plastic flow is more complicated and depends on the
extrinsic material properties (dislocation density, grain size
and orientation, available slip systems, etc.) and experimental
conditions (temperature, strain rate, sample size and geom-
etry, etc.). Furthermore, since most load bearing materials
are not monolithic forms of a single element, obtaining the
correct constitutive laws of the composite systems is not a
trivial task.
The engineering neutron diffractometer (e.g., SMARTS
[2] in Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) or VUL-
CAN [3] in Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)) is an
advanced characterization tool that utilizes in situ diffraction
and loading experiments. Whereas the loading test in the
laboratory only gives a macroscopic response from the exten-
someter or strain gauge, an in situ loading/diffraction exper-
iment provides phase-specific, even atomic plane-specific,
elastic (lattice) strains from the diffraction patterns as well as
macroscopic data (total strain of the sample). The engineering
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diffraction field is a research area which characterizes prop-
erty, condition, and performance of engineering materials
through the diffraction technique.
For a more comprehensive interpretation of the neutron
diffraction data, mechanics modeling such as self-consistent
polycrystalline modeling (SCM) [4] and/or finite element
modeling (FEM) has been integrated and proven to be
an effective method to define the constitutive behavior of
engineering materials. The typical data analysis process is
to manually iterate the model fitting onto experimental data
by modifying material parameters such as components of
the constitutive law. However, these manual fitting processes
are often time consuming and inaccurate, even for the
experienced scientists especially when the computation time
becomes longer and/or the number of fitting parameters is
increased. In the process of searching for more rigorous and
efficient data analysis tools, artificial neural networks (ANNs)
have been found to be a very useful method for engineering
diffraction data analysis.
ANN is a valuable computational intelligence system that
can simulate the behavior of the human brain and nervous
system [5]. An ANN performs two major functions: learning
(training) and testing. A specific form of ANN, multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs)—also referred to as multilayer feed-
forward neural networks—consist of an input layer, one
or more hidden (inner) layers, and an output layer. Inside
the network, weights are adjusted when data pass between
artificial neurons along the connections. For given training
data consisting of input-output vectors, values of synaptic
weights in an MLP are iteratively updated by a learning
algorithm to approximate the target behavior. This process is
called “learning” or “training.” Training is usually performed
by back-propagating (BP) the error signal, layer by layer,
and adapting synaptic weights with respect to the magnitude
of the error signal [6]. This process is briefly described
mathematically as follows.
An artificial neuron receives information (signal) from
other neurons, processes it, and then relays the filtered signal
to other neurons. The receiving end of the neuron has
incoming signals (𝑥
1
,𝑥
2
, 𝑥
3
. . . 𝑥
𝑛
). Each of them is assigned
a weight (𝑤
𝑗𝑖
) that is based on experience and likely to
change during the training process. The summation of all
the weighted signal amounts yields the combined input
quantity (𝐼
𝑗
) which is sent to a preselected transfer function
(𝑓), sometimes called an activation function. A filtered
output (𝑦
𝑗
) is generated in the outgoing end of the artificial
neuron (𝑗) through the mapping of the transfer function.
The parameters can be expressed in the form of following
equations:
𝐼
𝑗
=
𝑛
∑
𝑖=1
𝑤
𝑗𝑖
𝑥
𝑖
, (1)
𝑦
𝑗
= 𝑓 (𝐼
𝑗
) . (2)
There are several types of transfer functions that can
be used, including sigmoid, tangent hyperbolic, threshold,
and Gaussian functions. The transfer function most often
used is the sigmoid function because of its differentiability.
The sigmoid function can be represented by the following
equation:
𝑓 (𝐼
𝑗
) =
1
1 + exp (−𝜑𝐼
𝑗
)
, (3)
where 𝜑 = positive scaling constant, which controls the
steepness between the two asymptotic values 0 and 1.
A hyperbolic tangent function (tanh) is also a commonly
used (sigmoid) nonlinear activation function for which the
amplitude of the output lies in the range −1 ≤ 𝑓(𝐼
𝑗
) ≤ 1 and
is expressed as follows:
𝑓 (𝐼
𝑗
) =
exp (𝜑𝐼
𝑗
) − exp (−𝜑𝐼
𝑗
)
exp (𝜑𝐼
𝑗
) + exp (−𝜑𝐼
𝑗
)
. (4)
In the MLP-BP learning algorithm, the error energy
used for monitoring the progress toward convergence is the
generalized value of all errors, calculated by a least-squares
formulation and represented by a mean-squared error (MSE)
as follows:
MSE = 1
𝑀𝑃
𝑃
∑
1
𝑀
∑
𝑘=1
(Target
𝑘
− ANN
𝑘
)
2
. (5)
M is the number of neurons in the output layer; P represents
the total number of training patterns. Once the training phase
of the model has been successfully accomplished, the network
performance is verified by presenting independent testing
datasets to the ANN. This process is called “testing.” The
presentation of a complete training set is called an epoch.
Additional details regarding the theory and mathematics
(including 1 ∼ 3) behind ANNs are available in several
sources [7–9].
FORTRAN code for the MLP-BP algorithm has been
used to train and simulate stress/strain data with reasonable
success, in the form of the compiled executable [10]. However,
it requires significant efforts in pre- (input files preparation)
and post- (visualization) processing, which hinders efficient
use of ANN. As a result, the authors have developed the
noncommercial ANN simulator graphical user interface in
order to (i) monitor training progress of the individual
node and/or a series of nodes in real-time for agile training
adjustment, (ii) provide an instantaneous visualization tool
for both training and simulation, and (iii) optimize the
network simulator for study of the constitutive behavior of
engineering materials.
In this paper, the authors describe how the software was
developed, and how this software contributed to improve
neural network training performance and to determine the
accurate constitutive laws of the composite materials. The
material system used in this study is 40% tungsten-(W-)fiber
reinforced bulk-metallic-glass-(BMG-)matrix (Vitreloy 1:
Zr
41.2
Ti
13.8
Cu
12.5
Ni
10.0
Be
22.5
) composites (40 vol% W and 60
vol% BMG). All W-fibers (0.25 mm diameter and 14.4 mm
length) are aligned vertically within the cylindrical sample
(6 mm diameter and 14.4 mm height) with {110} texture
along the loading direction. However, the isotropic nature of
tungsten elasticity relieved the extra complication from the
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Figure 1: Flow chart for the neural network modeling procedure.
crystallographic orientation. Experimental data was obtained
from SMARTS engineering neutron diffractometer at Los
Alamos. ABAQUS 6.8 was used to build FEM to deduce
phase-specific constitutive laws.
2. Software Development
2.1. Work Flow. The general work flow of the neural network
training/simulation is illustrated in Figure 1. For successful
training, a certain size (database size depends on the com-
plexity of network model. In general, the more, the better, but
efficiency should be considered since network training per-
formance saturates above a certain size) knowledge database
and meaningful input parameters are necessary regardless
of the data origin, whether it is experimental data or a
simulation result. Since the training may not be converged,
each step needs to be modified based on the feedback as
shown in Figure 1. The software presented in this paper was
designed to enhance the training and simulation process,
highlighted by the dash line enclosure.
In this specific study, there is only one set of compressive
loading/diffraction experimental data, whereas 4,500 sets of
FEM knowledge database were utilized for network training
(elastic strain of tungsten (W) + total strain of the composite
(W + BMG) for the same compressive loading sequence).
The FEM modeling involved 7 initial input material param-
eters (𝜎W
0
, 𝜎
W
1
, 𝜃
W
0
, 𝜃
W
1
, 𝜎
BMG
0
, 𝑛
BMG
, and 𝑇) that define the
constitutive behavior of each phase and generated 70 strain
outputs for given 35 loading steps. A knowledge database was
constructed via python script by randomizing the 7 initial
parameters within a certain boundary and recording all 7
inputs and 70 outputs in each line. Details on the neuron
diffraction experiment can be found in [11], and development
of the FEM model and knowledge database is elaborated in
[12].
2.2. Software Specification. Python 2.6 was used as the
main programming language aided by a graphic package
(𝑊𝑥𝑃𝑦𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑛 2.8) and optimization modules (𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑦 1.3.0
and 𝑠𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑦 0.7.1). Although it was designed to provide a
convenient environment for the mechanical behavior
analysis, the general features as a neural network simulator
were not compromised, so that this program can be used
for other general purposes. While keeping the FORTRAN
engine intact, plotting module, training observer, and
optimization module, and so forth, have been added to
the main GUI in a modular fashion (as seen in Figure 2,
simplified class diagram of the ANN simulator GUI). This
software has been tested in Windows and modern Linux
systems, and source codes, as well as Windows installer, are
available for the public (as of now, the current version is
0.3 released in September, 2011. Software is available upon
request; the specific web address is not listed here due to the
potential change of release site).
3. Software Application: Training
The ultimate goal of adopting a neural network model in
the engineering diffraction field is to determine the best
material parameters (constitutive law) from the experimental
data with the help of a good mechanics model (FEM) and a
rigorous nonlinear mapping algorithm (i.e., ANN). Since the
iterative model fitting with experimental data by the input
parameter modification is not efficient, ANN can enhance
FEM usage in two ways: forward and inverse neural networks.
In the case of forward networks, they try to learn strain output
patterns for given material parameters, and inverse networks
take the strain data as inputs and correlate them to the proper
initial material parameters. Once the forward networks are
successfully trained, strain outputs can be obtained within
milliseconds compared to the minute long FEM simulation.
On the other hand, more powerfully, inverse networks can
provide initial material parameters instantaneously without
any fitting process if strain data are fed as input vectors.
Therefore, there are four use cases in this software: forward
training, forward simulation, inverse training, and inverse
simulation (these four different use cases were prototyped
individually prior to all-in-one ANN GUI development).
3.1. Training Procedure on FEM Data. The MSE value cal-
culated from (5) is what networks are trying to minimize
during the training stage for all the output nodes, M, and
training data patterns, P. The same principle (MSE) can be
applied to the independent testing process with testing data
patterns, J, and then (5) can be modified to (6) as a training
progress indicator. Since the 4000 and 500 datasets were
used for training and testing for each epoch with 70 neurons
in the output layer, P, J, and M will be 4000, 500, and 70,
respectively, in the current example. Consider
MSE = 1
𝑀𝐽
𝐽
∑
1
𝑀
∑
𝑘=1
(Target
𝑘
− ANN
𝑘
)
2
. (6)
Although (5) and (6) deliver one simple scalar value
representing the training and testing performance for each
case, it is more practical to monitor testing results by (i)
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Figure 2: Simplified class diagram of the ANN simulator graphical user interface developed by authors.
the individual node (by default) for the whole testing data,
and/or (ii) the whole nodes for each testing set. The modified
equation (6) for each node or testing set is shown in (7) or (8),
and Figure 3 shows what those equations mean from the data
structure of the testing output file. Since the absolute MSE
value does not indicate how well ANN and target values are
matched, scale normalized residual,𝑅2, was introduced in (9)
and (10). The scaled𝑅2 varies from 0 (for random correlation)
to 1 (perfect correlation), showing how well the training is
progressing. Consider
MSE (node𝑚) = 1
𝐽
𝐽
∑
𝑗=1
(Target
(𝑚,𝑗)
− ANN
(𝑚,𝑗)
)
2
, (7)
MSE (test 𝑗) = 1
𝑀
𝑀
∑
𝑚=1
(Target
(𝑚,𝑗)
− ANN
(𝑚,𝑗)
)
2
, (8)
𝑅
2
(node𝑚) = 1 − [
[
∑
𝐽
𝑗=1
(Target
(𝑚,𝑗)
− ANN
(𝑚,𝑗)
)
2
∑
𝐽
𝑗=1
(Target
(𝑚,𝑗)
− Target
(𝑚,avg))
2
]
]
,
(9)
𝑅
2
(test 𝑗) = 1 − [
[
∑
𝑀
𝑚=1
(Target
(𝑚,𝑗)
− ANN
(𝑚,𝑗)
)
2
∑
𝑀
𝑚=1
(Target
(𝑚,𝑗)
− Target
(avg,𝑗)
2
]
]
.
(10)
Figure 4 displays ANN GUI with a training in progress.
Without this software, one has to process the testing result
file (Figure 3) and calculate the residual after the training
engine has stopped. Visualizing the full stress/strain profile
(by displaying the whole output nodes for each test set)
takes even further data processing, and it is practically
impossible to check all 500 testing results for every training
event. The ANN GUI provides real-time training monitors
with various residual functions (MSE, Reduced MSE, Chi
square, 𝑅2, and AAE (%) are available in the software).
Once the raw database file and training configuration settings
are prepared, ANN GUI provides (i) individual node-based
monitoring (for entire test data, J, highlighted in blue) and
(ii) individual test data-based monitoring (for entire output
nodes, M, highlighted in red), according to the selected
residual function. The left monitor pane in Figure 4 displays
training progress with a selected residual value, and the right
pane shows the actual target and ANN values for all 500 (J)
testing data for a certain node in real-time. The 45∘ slope
indicates that all data fall into the line of equality, making 𝑅2
approach 1. By scrolling the slide bar, one can monitor all the
specific node behavior in the output node monitor mode and
see the stress/strain plot for all the testing data in the test data
monitor mode.
3.1.1. Forward Training. One important customization imple-
mented in the ANN GUI is the real-time stress/strain
visualization tool as shown in Figure 5. The complete strain
profile should be made from the collection of the all the
nodes because each node represents an individual strain
point for the corresponding loading condition. If the test
data monitor mode is chosen as a monitoring option, the
right pane of Figure 4 displays the stress/strain plot (Figure 5)
for an arbitrary test set, 𝑗, in real-time. Figure 5 is one of
the 500 (J) testing results, corresponding to the median
ranked 𝑅2 test set. The network architecture was 7-80-80-
70: 7 neurons (materials parameters) in the input layer and
70 neurons in the output layer (70 strain values) with two
hidden layers of 80 neurons each. Since this architecture is
likely susceptible to result in an overparameterized model
with poor generalization performance, the “early stopping”
regularization technique was employed during training by
periodically checking the performance with a validation set.
3.1.2. Inverse Training. Inverse networks are made by simply
swapping the input and output vectors (e.g., 7-80-80-70
versus 70-80-80-7), meaning that 70 (old M) strain outputs
become input, and the networks try to understand material
parameters for a given strain profile. Therefore, in the output
node monitor mode, the right monitor in Figure 4 can be one
of the material parameter training results since the individual
node represents one of the 7 (new M) material parameters
and should be monitored by each node rather than a series of
them.
3.2. Training Parameters
3.2.1. Basic Parameters. Successful training depends on the
appropriate selection of training parameters, such as training
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Figure 3: Data structure of testing output file after each training event (epoch). In this case, 𝐽 = 500, and𝑀 = 70. The actual number of
columns is 140 as there are two sets (original target and trained ANN) for each node.
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Figure 4: ANN training and simulation GUI outlook. The left monitor displays the training and testing progress via Reduced MSE value
(modified from (7)), and the right monitor presents the actual testing results comparing target and ANN values for one of the 70 (M) output
nodes in real-time.
time, knowledge database size, learning and momentum rate,
network architecture, and data normalization method. Para-
metric studies that search for optimized training conditions
were conducted [13], and their results are listed in Table 1. The
ANN GUI facilitated the efficient search process and found
that there are basic parameters affecting both the forward
and inverse networks as mentioned earlier. However, output
layer node size for materials parameters and input layer
normalization method for strain data are more critical to
inverse network training. Those two parameters are described
in the sections that follow in more detail, because they are
unique characteristics of the inverse network architecture
for the constitutive behavior analysis of composite materials,
which were rigorously found through ANN GUI.
3.2.2. Output Layer Node Size for Materials Parameters. It
is obvious that the complexity of network training increases
with the outer layer (input/output) node size, as the number
of neurons within hidden layers is roughly proportional to
that of outer layers. Figure 6 shows inverse training results for
the 𝜎W
0
(yield strength of the W-fiber) parameter using 500
testing data because the yield strength is the most important
component in the constitutive equation. Four different cases
are illustrated for comparison, in which the output layer
size or the input data normalization method differs. Figures
6(a) and 6(b) show the inverse training results for 𝜎W
0
when
all 7 materials parameters are trained together (70-80-80-7
architecture). On the other hand, only the 𝜎W
0
parameter is
trained in Figures 6(c) and 6(d) (70-80-80-1 architecture).
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Table 1: Optimized forward and inverse ANN training conditions for the case of 7 material parameters and 70 strains (fiber and composite
strains).
Epochs Training data Network architecture Learning rate Momentum rate Normalization methodfor strain data
10,000 4,000 7-80-80-70 (Forward)70-80-80-1 (Inverse) 0.4 0.6
2-group (Forward)
Individual (Inverse)
0 0.5
Fiber ANN
Fiber FEM
Composite ANN
Composite FEM
−2.5 −2 −1.5 −1 −0.5
Strain (%)
0
−2000
−1500
−1000
−500
St
re
ss
 (M
Pa
)
Figure 5: One of the 500 (J) training testing results showing that W-
fiber elastic strain and composite total strain are perfectly matched
between target FEM and trained ANN. This kind of stress/strain data
(for entire output nodes, M) can be directly monitored via the test
data monitor mode in the GUI. The 𝑅2 values of all the test data
are greater than 0.999. The negative sign indicates the compression
mode in loading and deformation.
For a given strain input data normalization method, single
parameter training results are better than multiparameter
training as expected (e.g., compare Figure 6(a) with 6(c),
or Figure 6(b) with 6(d)), but this effect was not significant
compared to the data normalization effect (e.g., 𝑅2 from
0.729 to 0.807 in Figures 6(a) and 6(c) and 𝑅2 from 0.961
to 0.999 in Figures 6(b) and 6(d)). This observation suggests
that material parameters can be trained individually for better
inverse analysis results, but the single parameter training
does not seem much attractive due to the time-consuming
process (by repeating the training 7 times). However, in order
to achieve an excellent training result (Figure 6(d), 𝑅2 =
0.999), the single parameter training becomes a necessary
condition along with individual group normalization of
strain input data. In case of the forward networks, training of
the individual strain point is neither sensible nor necessary
since it will lose the continuity of the loading process where
strains evolve in a progressive manner.
3.2.3. Input Layer NormalizationMethod for Strain Data. The
current network training engine is designed to have an input
data range of (−2.5, 2.5) and an output data range of (0.1,
0.9) which requires rescaling of the raw database. In forward
training, it is typical to normalize input (material) data (a
total of 7 parameters) individually by 7 independent groups,
as they are not related to one another. Contrary to the input
data, all output data (a total of 70 strains = 2 strain sets × 35
applied stresses) are normalized together as a single group for
all the 4,500 datasets because they are basically “one result” of
a given set of input parameters (i.e., a self-consistent response
of the material to external stimuli). As for the inverse case,
the same normalization rules are applied except that the
input and output vectors are switched. However, the same
normalization (whole normalization for strain data) method
was not very effective in inverse training.
For a given output layer, Figures 6(a) and 6(c) show the
case of whole strain group (1 group) normalization, whereas
Figures 6(b) and 6(d) exhibit the results of the individual
group (70 groups) normalization of each strain point in input
layers. As seen in Figure 6, training performance is improved
a lot by the data normalization method (e.g., 𝑅2 from 0.729
to 0.961 in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) and 𝑅2 from 0.807 to 0.999
in Figures 6(c) and 6(d)). One should note that individual
node normalization actually boosts training performance by
increasing data resolution at each node, at the expense of data
range tolerance or loss of physical meaning. In other words,
the whole group normalization is more robust in terms of
handling new data which may be out of the original range
(e.g., bigger strains in the present case). This point has been
confirmed by feeding a new dataset with slightly out-of-range
strains throughout the loading/unloading process. Another
option is to normalize the strain data into two separate
groups, since the fiber elastic strains and total composite
strains are physically different entities. In such a case, data
tolerance and simulation accuracy are expected to be between
the two extreme cases of whole strain group and individual
strain node normalizations. In conclusion, the choice of
normalization method becomes a matter of compromise
between resolution and robustness of material parameters in
inverse ANN training, while it is rather insensitive to a series
of strain data in the forward case. The ANN GUI provides
a convenient, arbitrary data normalization feature for such a
training customization.
3.3. Parameter Sensitivity. The effect of the values of individ-
ual material parameters on the outcome of a model (often
referred to as parameter sensitivity) is crucial information
to possess before starting an ANN analysis. Knowledge
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Figure 6: ANN inverse training results for the highly sensitive 𝜎W
0
material parameter (yield strength) from the 500 FEM testing data. Figures
6(a) and 6(b) show the 𝜎W
0
training case in which the other 6 material parameters have also been used. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) illustrate the
case in which 𝜎W
0
was trained alone. However, the whole normalization of 70 strains (1 group) over 4,500 datasets generates Figures 6(a) and
6(c), whereas Figures 6(b) and 6(d) come from the individual normalization of the 70 strain input data (70 groups).
on parameter sensitivity is especially vital for successful
inverse ANN training. In a previous study [14], parameter
sensitivities were determined qualitatively by varying input
parameters within their ranges and observing their effects
in forward FEM simulations. That study showed that 𝜎W
0
,
𝜎
W
1
, and 𝑇 are the most sensitive parameters, whereas 𝜃W
1
and
𝑛
BMG exhibit a negligible effect on the simulation results.
Table 2 displays the inverse training results using 𝑅2 values
for each parameter along with their sensitivity information.
It is clear that the success of inverse ANN training for a given
material parameter is highly correlated with its sensitivity.
This result indicates that the inverse training for an insensitive
parameter may still fail, even though all other training
conditions are optimum. Table 2 also suggests that one can
use the𝑅2 values of inverse training as a measure of parameter
sensitivity. This effect is not significant in the forward case
since insensitive materials parameters in the input layer do
not influence much the strain simulation results in the output
layer.
4. Software Application: Simulation
4.1. Forward Simulation on FEMData. Once the forward net-
works are successfully trained, networks with proper weights
among interconnected neurons can be used as the alternative
simulation engine, which generates strain simulation results
several orders of magnitude faster than the original FEM.
ANN simulator GUI provides immediate visualization of the
stress/strain profile by selecting arbitrary input parameters.
This instant response is very efficient for the model fitting
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Table 2: Parameter sensitivities qualitatively determined by multiple forward FEM simulations (1st row) and inverse ANN training results
(quantified by 𝑅2 from (9), 2nd row) with individual strain data normalization and single parameter training as shown in Figure 6(d) for 𝜎W
0
.
Good training results have been obtained for the sensitive parameters, whereas nonsensitive parameters could not be satisfactorily trained.
Both qualitative and quantitative sensitivity analyses have been made easy with a real-time monitoring tool of the software.
𝜎
W
0
𝜎
W
1
𝜃
W
0
𝜃
W
1
𝜎
BMG
0
𝑛
BMG
𝑇
Sensitivity Highest Highest High Lowest Low Lowest Highest
𝑅
2 0.999 0.999 0.967 0.164 0.405 0.050 0.998
process and can also identify parameter sensitivity both
qualitatively (by watching the instantaneous strain profile
change based on the input values) and quantitatively (by
reading fitting residuals such as 𝑅2 from (10)). Furthermore,
the ANN simulator is equipped with an optimization algo-
rithm (Levenberg Marquardt); so, material parameters that
generate the least fitting residual between ANN and FEM (or
experimental data) can be obtained in a fast and rigorous
manner.
4.2. Inverse Simulation on FEMData. Inverse network simu-
lation finds initial material parameters from the strain profile
by inverting the forward network structure. The success of
each parameter (node) is represented by 𝑅2 and listed in
Table 2. Unlike the forward case, where all 𝑅2 values go
beyond 0.999 as seen in Figure 5, only sensitive parameters
go above 0.9 in the case of the inverse model. Although it
is difficult to estimate the initial parameters precisely, this
does not indicate a failure of the training process because
it is ascribed to the nature of sensitivity. Once the initial
parameters obtained from the inverse network training are
put back into the forward model, the ANN simulation against
the FEM result mostly reveals the 𝑅2 of 0.99 or better.
Therefore, the inverse simulation is highly desirable because
one can obtain the initial material parameter immediately
without a fitting process, although care must be taken in
reading the absolute value because of individual parameter
sensitivity.
4.3. Forward/Inverse Simulation on Experimental Data. The
highlight of this study with the ANN simulator GUI is
finding the most accurate constitutive laws of the W-fiber and
BMG-matrix by applying engineering neutron diffraction
experimental data to the neural network. Beyond the typical
method of iterating model fitting via manual parameter
adjustment and judging the fit with the naked eye, ANN
offers two additional methods. One way is to obtain phase-
specific constitutive laws (4 parameters for the W and 2
parameters for the BMG) plus a freezing temperature (the
freezing temperature (T) is a fictive yet important parameter,
related to the glass transition temperature of BMG, below
which the thermal residual stress between two phases builds
up during cool-down process. Although it is not one of
the direct parameters for the constitutive laws, it became
one of the variables because stress/strain patterns of both
phases are affected by this factor on top of their intrinsic
constitutive behavior) (𝑇) by feeding experimental data (W-
fiber elastic strain and composite total strain) to the FEM
trained ANN inverse simulator as inputs. In this case, the
inverse simulator suggests the best materials parameters and
the freezing temperature without any iteration. The other
alternative is to run ANN forward simulation and compare
it with experimental strain data until satisfactory match is
achieved. This inverse (this “inverse” does not mean inverse
network architecture as mentioned earlier, it indicates the
traditional parameter search process since it has to go back
(reversely) to the original inputs and changes them to match
output data) fitting method with forward simulation seems
identical to the traditional one, but it is different in terms
of speed and accuracy because the forward neural network
engine itself works within milliseconds, unlike FEM, and
the parameter optimization module in the GUI provides an
automatic search process.
Table 3 summarizes the phase-specific constitutive laws of
the 40% W-fiber BMG-matrix composite, obtained from the
three methods just described, along with the fitting residual
(MSE) for each case: iterative manual fitting of FEM (1st row),
inverse neural network (2nd row), and optimizer-assisted
forward neural network (3rd row). By comparing MSE values
between model and experimental data, manual fitting shows
the greatest deviation from each other as expected, while
the optimized forward simulation produces the best fitting
results. The advantage of the optimizer-assisted forward
simulation is that a scientist can interact to judge and
feed physical parameters to the networks, and a parameter
optimizer provides the best numerical solutions within search
boundaries. Figure 7 is the screen shot of the parameter
search process by the automatic fitting of the forward ANN
model, which is the 3rd case in Table 3. One can produce
an instant strain profile for any arbitrary input parameters
and then further tune the match between ANN forward
and experimental data through the optimizer. In the case of
inverse neural network application for the constitutive law,
the network architecture and data normalization methods
had to be modified from Table 1 (from 70-80-80-1 to 26-50-
50-1 architecture and from individual to 2-group normaliza-
tion). This had to be done to increase the model accuracy
and robustness because the current FEM could not reflect
reverse yielding behavior during unloading stage, and each
experimental strain data for a given stress level may not be
necessarily within the range of FEM database as explained in
Section 3.2.3.
5. Conclusion
In order to improve the mechanics modeling efficiency
and accuracy, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been
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Table 3: Constitutive laws of 40% W-fiber reinforced BMG composite from various approaches. The parentheses in the inverse analysis
represent standard deviation from five different runs. During the “forward optimization” process (3rd row), the most insensitive parameter
(𝜃W
1
) was excluded from tuning, and the freezing temperature (𝑇) was also fixed at 355∘C because it was found so experimentally from the
previous study [15]. Compared to the manual fitting (1st row), the inverse ANN (2nd row) is much more efficient (faster), and forward ANN
optimization (3rd row) is both more efficient and accurate.
𝜎
W
0
(MPa) 𝜎W
1
(MPa) 𝜃W
0
(MPa) 𝜃W
1
(MPa) 𝜎BMG
0
(MPa) 𝑛BMG 𝑇 (∘C) MSE
Iterative manual FEM fitting 1305 725 120700 1330 1900 7.3 355 6.6𝐸 − 6
ANN inverse analysis 1234 (7) 729 (1) 566949 (666) 1335 (4) 1898 (1) 10.3 (0.1) 397 (3) 4.1𝐸 − 7
ANN forward optimization 1258 620 200000 1330 1900 8 355 1.5𝐸 − 7
Figure 7: Forward simulation results followed by the optimization
process on experimental data. The thick green line is the raw data
(total composite strain) from the extensometer, and the red dots
are processed experimental data after removing strain relaxation
effect from the green line and synchronizing data points with FEM
database. The blue line (ANN forward simulation) was fitted by the
automatic optimizer to find the best fitting parameter of 𝜎W
0
(yield
strength of W-fiber). The observed yield point (∼600 MPa) appears
much lower than the optimized yield strength (1258 MPa) due to the
thermal residual stress effect (“compressive” in W and “tensile” in
BMG).
adopted in the engineering diffraction field in this paper. It
was demonstrated that ANN can be a faster alternative to
the rather slow original model and effective in the parameter
search process. However, ANN still required a lot of pre-
and postprocessing without any real-time monitoring capa-
bility. Therefore, an ANN simulator graphical user interface
(GUI), based on the multilayer perceptron back propagation
algorithm, was developed and customized for the study of
the constitutive behavior of engineering materials. The ANN
simulator GUI provides convenient environments for the
training/simulation of the forward/inverse models. This soft-
ware was optimized for the stress/strain analysis, including
engineering diffraction data, but its basic features as a neural
network simulator have remained intact for general use.
In this specific study involving 40% tungsten-(W-)fiber
bulk-metallic-glass-(BMG-)matrix composite, finite element
model (FEM) was developed to provide a knowledge database
of 4,500 datasets with 7 input material parameters and
70 strain output results for a given geometry and loading
condition. The optimum network training conditions on
FEM data were found via real-time monitoring for both
forward and inverse cases in the “training” mode. Although
most training conditions are shared both in forward and
inverse models, it was found that the strain input data
normalization method and the output materials parameters
node size played significant roles in the inverse network
model training, which was not readily observed from the
previous analyses without ANN GUI. Upon successful train-
ing of the networks, the “simulation” mode made it possible
to (i) run the ANN simulator more efficiently than FEM
from the forward network model and (ii) estimate the
initial material parameters of experimental data without any
iterative fitting process from the inverse network model. The
constitutive laws obtained from both forward and inverse
ANN models were better than the manually fitted results,
and the automatic parameter optimization algorithm linked
to the forward network model provided the most accurate
constitutive laws of the composite because of the combination
of human interaction (for physically sensible starting/ending
points) and rigorous mathematics (for numerically optimized
results). The ANN GUI simulator developed in this study
can easily be adapted to the study of a number of problems
in science, engineering, and business involving input-output
nonlinear mapping.
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